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 villa #3 of 3, 2012 Noord-Brabant (NL)

context

concept sketches

A limited budget, yet strong demands for square 
meters, energy-efficiency and environmentally 
friendly materials: The design integrates 
these preconditions into a generous lay-out 
with a fairly rough yet tasteful aesthetics 
of unfinished concrete, recyclable low-
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transmission polycarbonate and wood.  
The brightly lit entrance hall works as a lantern 
to the house, merging ground floor and upper 
floor with its double high semi-transparent 
facade and a stairs of mixed hardwood that winds 
around a prominently present steel column. 

north east facade

The main entrance door is positioned diagonally 
opposite the living room: when entering the 
house you’re being welcomed by a beautiful wide 
landscape panorama. By using a smart steel 
rod structure on the first floor, the bedroom is 
free-floating above the outside terras without 

a column such that the panorama on the 
Brabantse landscape can be fully enjoyed. 

With the use of three huge pivot-doors the 
continuous living space of the house can 
be playfully subdivided into a kitchen, a 

living and a study room, making the house 
much more flexible in meeting all the 
different requirements of its residents.  

ground floor and first floor plan
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horizontal detail northeast facade

section
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first floor / enrance hallstaircase (mixed harwood)

sections
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weer een mooi bijschrijft

detail northeast facade with slender wooden slats and integrated sliding louvres

vertical detail window with sliding louvre
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 2010 Villa Noord
Living on the edge

Villa #2 of 3 , 2010 Noord-Brabant (NL)

context

The house is situated on the edge of a sharp 
bend in the stream the Leij. It’s footprint is 
folded around the bend creating an intense 
relation between the interior of the house, the 
water and the Brabantse coulissen landscape. 
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The design combines different spatial and 
functional concepts providing different ways 
of use, at¬mospheres and views without losing 
its overall spatial coherence. In contrast to the 
complex design process and execution, the house 
offers a natural and quite beauty, which can be 

detail southwest facade: white-beige concrete

enjoyed by its inhabitants every day of the year.

A closed brass cladded box with private functions 
on the first floor loosely defines an intimate 
living place underneath amidst the virtually 
endless Brabantse coulissen landscape. 

From the north-west street side the house the 
interior of the house seems hidden behind a 
window¬less façade, while at the more private 
south-east side the interior is fully exposed 
and merges with terrace and landscape.

From the studio behind the 2-storey high 
concrete wall a gracious rainwater flow can 
be enjoyed, run¬ning from the top roof over 
the sloping concrete slab under the steel steps, 
the concrete loggia floor, the gutter on top 
of the terrace screen and finally spewed into 

southeast facade: wheathered brass plating

southeast facade and section
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pas mal non? 

floor plans

the water basin of the ground floor terrace.

A hidden door in the living room leads 
to a gently sloping wooden stairs to the 
more private ‘cockpit’ of the house with 
bed- and bathroom. From here a dramatic 

long view into the landscape is sharply 
framed by walls, floor and ceiling.

With the colors and textures of natural 
stone, sandblasted concrete and weathered 
brass plating façade materials the house is 

a unique and character-full object and still 
perfectly fitting in its rural context. 

living room

first floor with loggia
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pas mal non? 

et comment 
tu trouve ce 
bijschrift?

weer een mooi bijschrijft

collage facade southwest

section over loggia and stairs to roofsection over loggia and main entrance
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 Block 22 a/b IJburg
housing on an artificial island in Amsterdam

appartments and terraced housing, 2003 Amsterdam (NL)

IJburg, Amsterdam

Block 22a/b  on the Big Harbor Island consists of 
apartments and single-family houses designed 
by two different architects. The apartments 
are situated on both ends of the block. The 
single- family houses of both architects are 
randomly placed between both ends, so the 

Block 22 a/b

facade waterside
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housing on an artificial island in Amsterdam

block as whole looks as the sum of individual 
houses. This appearance is being strengthened 
by the vertical lay-out of the facade design.  

Part of the apartment section is raised to 
create an tranquil inner courtyard which 

floor plans

street facade

gives access to the apartments and to 
three set-back single-family houses which 
are placed on the edge of the water.

A parking garage underneath provides 
direct access to apartments and houses.

The height of the water side of the block 
is significantly lower then street level. 
The private outdoor spaces of the houses 
therefore have a ‘belverdere’ terrace and a 
lower garden close to the water surface.  

section
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courtyard  with familyhouses

apartments and courtyard

overview block 22a/b
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